Evidence for the involvement of central dopaminergic receptors in the acute and chronic effects induced by barbiturates.
There is close agreement in the literature concerning the effect of specific and directly acting dopaminergic (DA) agonists and antagonists on acute barbiturate-induced responses; with DA agonists inhibiting and DA agonists potentiating these responses. On the other hand, there are presently no studies (and hence no evidence) regarding the effects of direct and specific alterations of DA receptor arousal on chronic barbiturate-induced tolerance or withdrawal. Concerning the effect of acute barbiturate administration on central dopaminergic responses; while some studies report no effect, there is some evidence that barbiturates block DA reuptake after their acute administration. This is consistent with and may explain findings that these drugs also decrease striatal DA turnover acutely, decrease DA concentration in synaptosomes, and decrease postsynaptic DA receptor arousal. In noting the potentiation of acute barbiturate-induced responses elicited by DA antagonists, it is interesting to observe that barbiturates and DA antagonists both apparently decrease receptor sensitivity and inhibit DA reuptake presynaptically. Moreover, the supersensitivity to DA agonists induced by chronic DA antagonist administration can be potentiated by barbiturates. Thus, barbiturates appear to block the arousal of postsynaptic DA receptors, though probably not those coupled to adenylate cyclase and, unlike neuroleptics, indirectly. It is likely that the inhibitory effect on DA receptor arousal exerted by barbiturates accounts for at least some of the central effects produced by these drugs.